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*Piggy Wig*

By Jane E. Gerver

Random House Books
Piggy likes being pretty and pink.

Piggy does not like being bald.

Piggy goes to the store for a wig.
Piggy finds a pink wig.

Piggy likes her new wig.

Piggy puts it on to go home.
It is a windy day.

Piggy’s wig flies away!

The wig flies into a pool!
Duck finds the wig.

Duck thinks it is a cloud.

Duck hangs it to dry.
Bird finds the wig drying.

“What’s this?” Bird asks.

This will make a nice nest.
Hungry Dog shakes the tree

The wig falls down.

Dog thinks it is candy.
Dog takes a bite.

“I do not like this candy!” says Dog.

Dog throws the wig away.
The wig landed on Rabbit.

Rabbit thinks it is a cape.

Rabbit asks Piggy if she likes it.
The animals tell Piggy what they think it is.

Piggy tells them what the wig is.

“It is a wig for a pig!”
The animals give the wig back.

Piggy wears the wig home.

Piggy is very happy with the wig!